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ABSTRACT With the popularity of social network applications, more and more recommender systems
utilize trust relationships to improve the performance of traditional recommendation algorithms. Social-
network-based recommendation algorithms generally assume that users with trust relations usually share
common interests. However, the performance of most of existing social-network-based recommendation
algorithms is limited by the coarse-grained and sparse trust relationships. In this paper, we propose a
network representation learning enhanced recommendation algorithm. Specifically, we first adopt a network
representation technique to embed social network into a low-dimensional space, and then utilize the low-
dimensional representations of users to infer fine-grained and dense trust relationships between users.
Finally, we integrate the fine-grained and dense trust relationships into the matrix factorization model to
learn user and item latent feature vectors. Experimental results on real-world datasets show that our proposed
approach outperforms traditional social-network-based recommendation algorithms.
INDEX TERMS Network representation learning, recommendation algorithm, matrix factorization, and
social network
I. INTRODUCTION
In the era of big data, it becomes increasingly difficult to find
valuable related information from massive unstructured data.
Recommender systems [1] infer users’ latent preferences by
analyzing their past activities and provide them with per-
sonalized recommendation services. Therefore recommender
systems have become an effective means to solve the problem
of information overload. In recent years, such research direc-
tions have drawn great attention from academia and industry.
Typical applications of recommender systems include Ama-
zon’s product recommendation, Netflix’s movie recommen-
dation, last.fm’s music recommendation, LinkedIn’s friend
recommendation, and Google News’s news recommendation.
Collaborative filtering (CF) [2] is the most widely used
recommendation technique in the research of recommender
systems. However, the problems of data sparsity and cold
start have significantly negative impact on the performance of
collaborative filtering methods. As an example, owing to data
sparsity, traditional collaborative filtering algorithms cannot
accurately calculate the similarities between users or between
items; or cannot accurately learn latent user and item feature
vectors from users’ past activities.
The emergence of social networks brings an opportunity
to alleviate the problems of data sparsity and cold start in tra-
ditional collaborative filtering algorithms. Some researchers
utilize the rich information contained in social networks to
propose some social-network-based recommendation algo-
rithms. Typical social-network-based recommendation algo-
rithms include SoRec [3], RSTE [4], SocialMF [5], TrustMF
[6] and so on. Social-network-based recommendation algo-
rithms generally assume that users with trust relations usu-
ally share common interests. However, in the original social
network, the trust relationship is usually binary, that is, only
0 or 1 is used to denote the trust relationship between users
where 1 denotes there is a trust relation between two users,
and the degree of trust is 1 and 0 indicates that there is no
trust relationship between users. Intuitively, the granularity
of such a representation is too coarse to specify the different
levels of trust among users. In fact, many users are very likely
to trust one another because of their shared connections, al-
though they have not built any direct trust connections. In the
process of designing recommendation models, the quality of
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recommendation algorithms can be enhanced by considering
such indirect and implicit trust relationships. However, such
implicit trust relationships between users are often ignored in
the traditional social-network-based recommendation model-
s.
In order to tackle the above problems, this research pro-
poses a network representation learning enhanced recom-
mendation algorithm. Specifically, we first adopt a network
representation technique [7] to embed social network into a
low-dimensional space, and then utilize the low-dimensional
representations of users to infer fine-grained and dense trust
relationships between users. Finally, we integrate the fine-
grained and dense trust relationships into the social-network-
based recommendation model to learn latent feature vectors
of users and items more precisely. The empirical results on
real-world datasets indicate that our proposed approach out-
performs traditional social-network-based recommendation
algorithms.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the state-of-the-art related work for
recommender systems, including social-network-based rec-
ommendation algorithms and network representation learn-
ing techniques.
A. SOCIAL-NETWORK-BASED RECOMMENDATION
ALGORITHMS
Although collaborative filtering algorithms [8]–[13], includ-
ing matrix factorization based methods [14]–[18], have
achieved great success in E-commerce, the problems of data
sparsity and cold start significantly hinder the performance
of collaborative filtering methods. The emergence of social
networks provides an opportunity for collaborative filtering
to alleviate the problem of data sparse and cold start. By
utilizing the rich information of social networks, i.e., trust re-
lationships, user comments and item descriptions, researcher-
s have proposed several social-network-based recommenda-
tion algorithms [3]–[6], [19]. Typical social-network-based
recommendation algorithms include SoRec [3], RSTE [4],
SocialMF [5], TrustMF [6] and so on.
In [3], Ma et al. proposed a social-network-based recom-
mendation algorithm, namely SoRec, in which rating infor-
mation and social trust information are fused by sharing the
user latent feature matrix. In order to more accurately reflect
the real-world recommendation process, Ma et al. [4] further
proposed RSTE, which combines users’ own preferences and
their trusted friends’ preferences using a weighted parameter.
In [5], Jamali et al. proposed SocialMF, which integrates the
trust propagation mechanism into the matrix factorization
model to boost the recommendation quality. For alleviating
the cold start problem, SocialMF is particularly effective
since the latent feature vectors of cold start users may be
inferred from the latent feature vectors of their most trusted
neighbors who have enough rating information for the matrix
factorization model to learn their latent feature vectors. In
addition, Yang et al. [6] proposed a social-network-based
recommendation algorithm, called TrustMF, which combines
sparse ratings and social trust relationships to improve the
recommendation quality. TrustMF assumes that users are
influenced by the rating and comment information of their
trusted friends, and users’ own ratings and comments also
affect other users’ decisions. Recently, Yu et al. [19] proposed
a novel social-network-based recommendation algorithm,
named UKMF, which integrates social network information,
rating information and users’ own knowledge. UKMF as-
sumes that the degree of social influence is different for
users with different levels of knowledge, and that users’ own
knowledge affects the process of their rating-making.
However, the above social-network-based recommenda-
tion models generally utilize binary trust values to indicate
the degree of trust between two users. The granularity of such
a representation is too coarse to specify the different levels of
trust among users. Moreover, typical social-network-based
recommendation models only integrate observed explicit
trust relationships, and ignore the implicit trust relationships.
Unlike the aforementioned methods, in this study, we utilize
a network representation learning technique to learn the low-
dimensional representations of users from the social network,
then use the low-dimensional representations to infer the
fine-grained trust relationships among users, which simulta-
neously encode explicit and implicit trust relationships. The
fine-grained trust relationships are then integrated into the
classic matrix factorization model to boost the recommen-
dation quality.
B. NETWORK REPRESENTATION LEARNING
TECHNIQUES
Network representation learning techniques [20], [21] embed
the large-scale information network into the low-dimensional
space, and each network node is represented as a low-
dimensional vector. The low-dimensional representations of
nodes learnt from network representation learning techniques
can effectively preserve the local and global structures of
the large-scale information network. Therefore, network rep-
resentation learning techniques play an important role in
machine learning tasks, such as node classification [22],
visualization [23] and link prediction [24]. Typical network
representation learning methods include Graph Factorization
[25], DeepWalk [26], LINE [7], node2vec [27], etc.
Graph factorization [25] uses matrix factorization to learn
the embedded representations of large-scale information net-
works. However, since the objective function of the matrix
factorization employed in graph factorization is not designed
for the information networks, the global structures of in-
formation networks cannot be captured. Meanwhile, such
a graph factorization model is only suitable for undirected
information networks. DeepWalk [26] adopts a random walk
algorithm to learn the embedded representations. But, Deep-
Walk does not clearly describe what network properties are
preserved. The DeepWalk model is only applicable to un-
weighted information networks. In [7], Tang et al. proposed
the LINE model, which learns the embedded representations
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of users, and preserves the local and global structures of
large-scale information networks in the corresponding em-
bedded representations. In addition, the LINE model employs
the edge-based sampling strategy to deal with the limita-
tions of the classical stochastic gradient descent algorithm
(SGD). The LINE model is suitable for large-scale homo-
geneous information networks, including directed/undirected
and weighted/unweighted information networks. In [27],
Grover et al. proposed node2vec, an algorithmic framework
for learning continuous feature representations for nodes in
networks. The node2vec model learns a mapping of nodes to
a low-dimensional space of features that maximizes the like-
lihood of preserving network neighborhoods of nodes. Par-
ticularly, they defined a flexible notion of a node’s network
neighborhood and designed a biased random walk procedure
to explore diverse neighborhoods. In addition, Qiu et al. [28]
provided a theoretical analysis of four impactful network
embedding methods, i.e. DeepWalk [26], LINE [7], PTE [29]
and node2vec [27], and shown that the aforementioned four
models with negative sampling can be unified into the matrix
factorization framework with closed forms. Moreover, they
proposed the NetMF method as well as its approximation
algorithm for computing network embedding.
Besides the above mentioned network representation
learning models that focus on homogeneous networks, some
researchers also proposed several network representation
learning models for heterogeneous networks. For example,
Dong et al. [30] formalized the heterogeneous network rep-
resentation learning problem, and developed effective and
efficient network embedding frameworks, i.e. metapath2vec
and metapath2vec++, for preserving both structural and se-
mantic correlations of heterogeneous networks. In [31], Chen
et al. proposed a novel heterogeneous information network
embedding model called PME. The PME model learns a dis-
tance metric to preserve both the first-order and the second-
order proximities in a unified way, and introduces distinct
latent spaces to model objects and relations to alleviate the
potential geometrical inflexibility of existing metric learning
approaches.
Network representation learning techniques have shown
great potential in the community of recommender systems.
For instance, Xie et al. [32] proposed a graph-based embed-
ding model, called GE, to jointly capture the sequential effec-
t, geographical influence, temporal cyclic effect and semantic
effect in a unified way by embedding the four corresponding
relational graphs (POI-POI, POI-Region, POI-Time and POI-
Word) into a shared low dimensional space. The underlying
network representation learning model adopted by GE is the
LINE model. Since the embedded representations learnt by
the LINE model preserve the local and global structures of
large-scale information networks, we aim to improve the rec-
ommendation performance of traditional recommendation al-
gorithms by simultaneously considering explicit and implicit
trust relationships among users, which are captured by the
local and global structures, respectively. Hence, we adopt the
LINE model to learn the embedded representations of users
from social networks, and integrate the fine-grained trust
values inferred from the embedded representations of users
into the social-network-based recommendation algorithm to
improve the recommendation performance.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Social-network-based recommender systems often contain
two different types of data sources: user-item rating ma-
trix and social network information. The user-item rating
matrix R ∈ RN×M consists of two sets of entities: a set
of N users U = {u1, u2, ..., uN} and a set of M items
I = {il, i2, ..., iM}. Each entry rui of R represents the
rating of user u on item i. In principle, the rating rui can
be any real number, but the rating typically is an integer,
and rui ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, where 0 indicates that the user
has not rated the item. A higher rating means that the user is
more satisfied with the current item. Since users usually rate
only a small fraction of items, the user-item rating matrix
R is extremely sparse. For example, there are 93% and
95% missing ratings in MovieLens100K and MovieLens1M
datasets, respectively. The sparsity of the user-item rating
matrix leads to poor recommendation quality.
Social network information is represented as a directed
social relationship graph G = (U,E), where U is the user
set and the edge set E represents the social trust relation-
ships between users. tu,v ∈ [0.1] indicates the trust degree
between users u and v, and tu,v = 0 means that no trust
relationship is established between users u and v. All trust
relationships constitute the trust matrix T . It should be noted
that the trust matrix T is usually asymmetric because the trust
relationships between users are often not mutual.
The goal of social-network-based recommendation sys-
tems is to provide users with ranked lists of items by utilizing
both rating and social network information.
B. MATRIX FACTORIZATION
Matrix factorization (MF) [14] is one of well-known rec-
ommendation methods and widely deployed in E-commerce.
Matrix factorization maps users and items to a low-
dimensional latent factor space, such that the correlations
between users and items can be directly calculated using
latent user and item feature vectors. Formally, given the user
latent feature matrix U ∈ RK×N and the item latent feature
matrix V ∈ RK×M respectively (K  min{M,N}),
where K is the dimension of the latent feature vectors, MF
learns the latent feature matrices U and V by minimizing the
following sum-of-squared-error objective function:
min
U,V
1
2
N∑
u=1
M∑
i=1
IRui(rui − uTu vi)2 +
λU
2
||U ||2F +
λV
2
||V ||2F ,
(1)
where IRui is the indicator function. For instance, when user
u rates item i, it is assigned 1; otherwise, it is 0. uu and
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vi represent the latent feature vectors of user u and item i,
respectively. And ||.||2F is the Frobenius norm. Regularization
terms ||U ||2F and ||V ||2F are used to avoid overfitting. λU
and λV are regularization parameters used to control the
influence of the regularization terms.
IV. NETWORK REPRESENTATION LEARNING
ENHANCED RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
Social-network-based recommendation algorithms generally
integrate the original trust relationships of social networks
into the classical matrix factorization models. They assume
that users with trust relationships have common interests and
preferences. However, there are several issues in the process
of integrating original trust relationships into recommenda-
tion models: 1) traditional social-network-based recommen-
dation algorithms use the coarse-grained trust values, i.e.
binary trust values, to represent the degree of trust between
users. The granularity of such binary trust values is too coarse
to distinguish the different levels of trust among users. 2)
only the observed trust relationships are considered, whereas
the implicit trust relationships are often ignored in traditional
social-network-based recommender systems. The observed
trust relationships only capture the local structure of social
network, but implicit trust relationships encode the global
structure of social network. Many users are highly probable
to have large trust degrees between one another because of
their shared neighboring connections, although these users
have not formed any direct trust links.
In this paper, the observed trust relation is defined as the
first-order trust (i.e., explicit trust relationships), and the trust
relation induced by the neighborhood structure is named
as the second-order trust (i.e., implicit trust relationships).
The consideration of the second-order trust relationships will
greatly improve the quality of recommendation algorithms
in the process of recommendation modelling. We adopt the
LINE model [7] to infer the user trust relationships that
preserve both local and global information from the orig-
inal social network, and propose a network representation
learning enhanced recommendation algorithm. The social-
network-based recommendation methods generally assume
that similar users or trusted users share common preferences,
and a user is willing to accept the recommendations from
his/her similar or trusted users. Specifically, during the train-
ing of recommendation models, typical social-network-based
recommendation methods make the latent feature vectors of
users as similar as possible if there are trust relationships
or social links between them. In other words, the similarity
between users’ latent feature vectors reflects whether there
are trust relationships or social links between them. Hence,
to some extent, similarity and trust have similar semantics
in the community of recommender systems. Although the
LINE model originally is used to infer implicit similarity
relationships by considering the neighborhood structures of
nodes in information networks, it also can be used to discover
implicit trust relationships by exploiting the local and global
trust structures in trust information networks. Hence, in our
proposed recommendation method, we basically adopt the
LINE model to infer the trust relationships among users. Fur-
thermore, the experimental results evaluate the effectiveness
of adopting the LINE model to infer the trust relationships
among users.
The framework of network representation learning en-
hanced recommendation algorithm is showed in Figure 1,
including learning embedded representations of users, com-
puting the fine-grained trust values, matrix factorization with
the fine-grained trust values, and rating prediction. In the
following sections, we firstly present the process of learn-
ing users’ embedded representations by utilizing the LINE
model, and then explain the recommendation model and
parameter learning process.
A. LEARNING EMBEDDED REPRESENTATIONS OF
USERS
The LINE model [7] is an important representative of net-
work representation learning technique, which simultaneous-
ly retains the local and global structures of the information
network. The local structure is represented by the observ-
able links, which captures the first-order similarity between
vertices. Meanwhile, the global structure is determined by
the shared neighborhood structure of the vertices, which
captures the second-order similarity between the vertices. In
our proposed recommendation model, we generally apply
the LINE model to learn users’ embedded representations of
the social network. The detailed process is demonstrated as
follows.
The joint probability distribution between a user trust pair
(u, v), which is used to model the first-order trust between
users, is defined as follows:
p1(xu, xv) =
1
1 + exp(−yTu yv)
(2)
where yu and yv ∈ Rd1 are the low-dimensional vector repre-
sentations of vertices xu and xv , respectively. The empirical
distribution between vertices xu and xv is defined as follows:
p̂1(xu, xv) =
wuv
W
(3)
where W =
∑
(u,v)∈E wuv , and wuv is the weight of the
edge (u, v). We minimize the KL-divergence between the
joint probability distribution and the empirical probability
distribution to preserve the first-order trust in social network,
formally, as follows:
O1 = −
∑
(u,v)∈E
wuvlogp1(xu, xv) (4)
Implicit trust implies that two users with similar neighbors
are highly probable to share a large degree of trust between
them. Specifically, each user vertex is also treated as a spe-
cific “context”, and users with similar “contexts” trust each
other. Therefore, each user vertex plays two roles, i.e. the user
vertex itself and the specific “context”of other user vertices.
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FIGURE 1: The framework of network representation learning enhanced recommendation algorithm
For each directed user edge (u, v), the probability distribution
of generating “context” xv from user vertex xu is defined as:
p2(xv|xu) = exp(y
∗T
v yu)∑|U |
k=1 exp(y
∗T
k yu)
(5)
where |U | is the number of user vertices or “contexts”, and
y∗v ∈ Rd2 is the low-dimensional representation of xv and
referred as “context”. The empirical distribution of “context”
xv generated by user vertex xu is defined below.
p̂2(xv|xu) = wuv
du
(6)
where du is the out-degree of user vertex xu, i.e. du =∑
v∈N(u) wuv , with N(u) as the set of neighbors of xu.
To preserve the second-order trust in social network, the
following objective function is obtained by utilizing the KL-
divergence:
O2 = −
∑
(u,v)∈E
wuvlogp2(xv|xu) (7)
The LINE model minimizes the objective functions O1
and O2 separately, and learns two low-dimensional repre-
sentations for each user vertex, which encode the first-order
and second-order trusts, respectively. Then, the two low-
dimensional representations are concatenated as one low-
dimensional feature vector to simultaneously preserve the
local and global structures of social network. In other words,
each vertex xu is represented as yu ∈ Rd, where d = d1+d2.
B. NETWORK REPRESENTATION LEARNING
ENHANCED RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
After using the LINE model to learn users’ embedded repre-
sentations, which preserve the local and global structures of
social network, we utilize the inner product of the presenta-
tions to compute the fine-grained trust among users, formally,
as follows.
suv =
yTu yv
||yu||2||yv||2 (8)
where yu and yv represent the low-dimensional feature rep-
resentations of users u and v, respectively. The denominator
is used to normalize suv . Compared with the coarse-grained
trust value tuv , it should be noted that the fine-grained trust
value suv is more informative, and can accurately distinguish
the different degrees of trust among users. Moreover, the
fine-grained trust measure encodes both the first-order and
second-order trust relationships among users since users’ em-
bedded presentations capture the local and global structures
of the social network. In particular, even if there is no explicit
connections between users, the implicit trust relationships
between them can be deduced from their neighborhood struc-
tures.
In real life, users often have different preferences for
different items. Meanwhile, users can be easily influenced
by their friend community, and likely to accept their friends’
recommendations. Similar to RSTE [4], we assume that
the final rating of user u for item i is a trade-off between
the user’s own preference and his/her friends’ preferences,
and integrate them by the ensemble parameter α, i.e. the
prediction rating of user u for item i is defined as:
r̂ui = αu
T
u vi + (1− α)
∑
w∈S(u)
suwu
T
wvi (9)
where S(u) is the set of most trust neighbors of user u. The
first item refers to user u’s prediction rating for item i based
on his/her own preference, while the second item refers to the
prediction rating based on the preferences of his/her friends,
and α is the weight parameter.
In addition, without loss of generality, we map the rat-
ings rui to the interval [0,1] using the function f(x) =
(x − minRating)/(maxRating − minRating), where
maxRating and minRating are the maximum and mini-
mum ratings in recommender systems, respectively. Mean-
while, we use the logistic function g(x) = 1/(1 + e−x)
to limit the predicted ratings r̂ui within the range of [0,1].
Minimizing the sum-of-squared-error loss function as well
as using the regularization terms to prevent overfitting, the
objective function of the network representation learning
enhanced recommendation algorithm is formalized as:
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L =
1
2
N∑
u=1
M∑
i=1
IRui(rui − g(αuTu vi + (1− α)
×
∑
w∈S(u)
suwu
T
wvi))
2 +
λU
2
||U ||2F +
λV
2
||V ||2F
(10)
where S(u) = {w|suw ≥ δ} is the set of most trust neighbors
of user u, and the parameter δ is the threshold of the trust
value.
We adopt SGD to solve the local minimum solution of L,
and learn the latent feature vectors uu and vi. The partial
derivatives of the objective function L with respect to uu and
vi are computed as:
∂L
∂uu
= α
M∑
i=1
IRuig
′(αuTu vi + (1− α)
∑
w∈S(u)
suwu
T
wvi)vi
× (g(αuTu vi + (1− α)
∑
w∈S(u)
suwu
T
wvi)− rui)
+ (1− α)
∑
p∈S(u)
M∑
i=1
IRpig
′(αuTp vi + (1− α)
∑
q∈S(p)
spqu
T
q vi)
× (g(αuTp vi + (1− α)
∑
q∈S(p)
spqu
T
q vi)− rpi)spuvi + λUuu
(11)
∂L
∂vi
=
N∑
u=1
IRuig
′(αuTu vi + (1− α)
∑
w∈S(u)
suwu
T
wvi)
× (g(αuTu vi + (1− α)
∑
w∈S(u)
suwu
T
wvi)− rui)
× (αuu + (1− α)
∑
w∈S(u)
suwuw) + λV vi
(12)
where g′(x) = e−x/(1+e−x)2 is the derivative of the logistic
function g(x).
In our proposed recommendation approach, the main com-
putation cost involves two parts: learning the embedded
representations of users by adopting the LINE model and
learning latent user and item feature vectors by integrating
the fine-grained trust into the matrix factorization model. The
computational complexity of learning the embedded repre-
sentations of users is O(d.n.|E|), where d is the dimension
of embedded representations of users, while n is the number
of negative samples drawn by the network representation
learning model, and |E| denotes the number of edges in
social network. Therefore, the computational complexity of
learning the embedded representations of users is linear with
respect to the number of edges |E|. In addition, since the
process of learning the embedded representations of users
is offline, it does not lead to additional computation cost to
the process of learning latent user and item feature vectors.
The main computation cost of learning latent user and item
feature vectors is to evaluate the objective function L and its
gradients with respect to latent user and item feature vectors.
The computational complexity of evaluating the objective
function L is O(φR.K + φR.t.K), where φR is the number
of nonzero entries in the user-item rating matrix R, and t
indicates the average number of the most trusted neighbors
of users. Since the user-item rating matrix R is extremely
sparse, the value of φR is relatively small. In addition, we use
the trust threshold δ to filter out most of the weak trust rela-
tionships, which indicates that the value of t is also relatively
small. The time complexities of computing ∂L∂uu and
∂L
∂vi
are
O(φR.t.K+φR.t
2
.K) andO(φR.K+φR.t.K), respectively.
Hence, the total time complexity of learning latent user and
item feature vectors in one iteration isO(φR.t.K+φR.t
2
.K),
which indicates that our proposed recommendation model is
able to scale to large datasets.
V. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we conduct several experiments on real-world
datasets to compare the performance of our proposed recom-
mendation algorithm with other state-of-the-art methods. In
addition, our proposed recommendation algorithm is denoted
as “NPL_Rec”.
A. DATASET
We choose Epinions and FilmTrust datasets to evaluate the
performance of our proposed method. The FilmTrust dataset
used in our experiments is provided by the study of [33]. It
contains 35497 ratings, 1642 users, 2071 items, and 1853
trust relationships. The sparse level of the user-item rating
matrix is 98.86%. The Epinions dataset employed is provided
by the work of [34]. It contains 922267 ratings, 22166 users,
296277 items, and 355813 trust relationships. The sparse
level of the user-item rating matrix is 99.986%.
B. EVALUATION METRIC
We use the root mean square error (RMSE), which is widely
used evaluation metric in recommender systems, to evaluate
the performance of recommendation algorithms. RMSE is
defined as:
RMSE =
√∑
(u,i)∈Rtest |rui − r̂ui|2
|Rtest| , (13)
where rui and r̂ui represent the actual and the predicted
ratings, respectively. |Rtest| represents the number of records
in the test dataset. The lower the RMSE, the better the
recommendation algorithm.
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed recom-
mendation algorithm, we select following recommendation
algorithms as comparison methods:
• PMF: PMF [15] was proposed by Mnih and Salakhut-
dinov. PMF is regarded as the probability extension of
SVD model.
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• SoRec: SoRec [3] simultaneously factorizes the user
rating matrix and user trust matrix, and fuses the rating
information and social network information by sharing
the user latent feature matrix.
• RSTE: RSTE [4] assumes that the final decision is a
trade-off between the user’s own preferences and his/her
friends’ preferences.
• SocialMF: SocialMF [5] integrates a trust propagation
mechanism into PMF to improve the accuracy of the
recommendation algorithm.
• TrustMF: TrustMF [6] performs matrix factorization on
the user trust matrix to map users into two different
latent feature spaces, i.e. the truster feature space and
the trustee feature space.
We randomly extract 80% of the user-item rating data
as the training dataset, and the remaining 20% as the test
dataset. This random extraction is performed 5 times in-
dependently, and the average results on 5 test datasets are
reported. In order to make a fair comparison, we set the
parameters of each algorithm according to respective studies
or based on our experiments. Under the following parameter
settings, each comparison algorithm achieves the optimal
performance. In PMF, λU = λV = 0.001; in SoRec, λU =
λV = λZ = 0.001, λC = 1; in RSTE, λU = λV = 0.001,
α = 0.4; in SocialMF, λU = λV = 0.001, λT = 1; in
TrustMF, λ = 0.001, λT = 1; For our proposed method
NPL_Rec, λU = λV = 0.001, α = 0.3. It should be noted
that, for the classic social-network-based recommendation
models such as RSTE and SocialMF, we utilize all original
social relationships contained in Epinions and FilmTrust to
train the recommendation models, while for NPL_Rec, we
employ inferred user trust relationships based on network
representation learning described in Section IV-A to train the
recommendation model.
D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We set δ = 0.95 on Epinions and δ = 0.5 on FilmTrust,
respectively. And the dimensions of embedded presentation
are d = 256 and d = 128 on Epinions and FilmTrust, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, we evaluate all comparison methods with
the dimension of latent feature vector K = 10 and K = 20.
The experimental results of all comparison algorithms on the
two datasets are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
TABLE 1: Performance Comparison on Epinions
Recommendation Algorithm RMSE(K = 10) RMSE(K = 20)
PMF 2.054174 2.138694
SoRec 1.102938 1.230585
RSTE 1.240436 1.409444
SocialMF 1.082406 1.221720
TrustMF 1.364107 1.534906
NPL_Rec 1.053627 1.055917
As shown in Tables 1 and 2, for Epinions dataset, PMF
has the worst performance among all comparison algorithms,
and all the social-network-based recommendation algorithms
outperform PMF; for FilmTrust dataset, PMF outperforms
TrustMF, and is inferior to the other social-network-based
recommendation algorithms. Generally, this observation in-
dicates that utilizing social network information can effec-
tively improve the performance of the traditional collab-
orative filtering algorithm. Among the traditional social-
network-based recommendation algorithms (namely SoRec,
RSTE, SocialMF, TrsutMF), the performance of SocialM-
F is the best, showing that integrating trust propagation
mechanism into the matrix factorization model is superior
to the other recommendation models. On the two datasets,
our proposed approach outperforms all other comparison
algorithms, ascertaining the effectiveness of our proposed
algorithm. On the Epinions and FilmTrust datasets, when
K = 20, compared with the optimal results among PMF,
SoRec, RSTE, SocialMF and TrustMF, the improvements of
our proposed algorithm are 13.6% and 6.5%, respectively.
E. IMPACT OF PARAMETER δ
In our proposed algorithm, the trust threshold δ is an impor-
tant parameter that affects the performance of our proposed
recommendation algorithm. Specifically, a large δ means that
the proposed recommendation model filters out the weak user
trust relationships, and integrates strong trust relationships.
On the contrary, a small δ means that the proposed recom-
mendation model integrates relatively weak trust relation-
ships. In this section, we perform a set of experiments to
investigate the impact of the parameter δ on recommendation
performance. On Epinions, we set δ to be 0.75, 0.8, 0.85,
0.9 and 0.95, and the dimension of embedded presentation
d = 128. On FilmTrust, we set δ to be 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and
0.8, and the dimension of embedded presentation d = 16.
In addition, we set the dimension of latent feature vectors
K = 10 on Epinions andK = 20 on FilmTrust, respectively.
The experimental results are presented in Figure 2.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the parameter δ does affect the
performance of NPL_Rec. On the two datasets, the values
of RMSE show similar trends: with the increases of δ,
RMSE gradually decreases and recommendation accuracy
increases, indicating that integrating strong fine-grained trust
relationships is more beneficial to improve the performance
of the NPL_Rec model. In addition, on the two datasets, our
proposed recommendation algorithm does not achieve the
lowest RMSE under the same δ. A possible explanation is
that the network representation learning model used in our
proposed recommendation algorithm infers different scales
of trust values between users for different social networks.
TABLE 2: Performance Comparison on FilmTrust
Recommendation Algorithm RMSE(K = 10) RMSE(K = 20)
PMF 1.062290 1.157162
SoRec 0.842222 0.856792
RSTE 0.878196 0.882022
SocialMF 0.831957 0.858315
TrustMF 1.165906 1.338692
NPL_Rec 0.818756 0.801275
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FIGURE 2: Impact of parameter δ
For example, the maximum trust value between users is
0.8839 on FilmTrust, while it is 0.9753 on Epinions.
F. IMPACT OF THE DIMENSION OF EMBEDDED
REPRESENTATION
In this section, we vary the value of d, and investigate
the impact of parameter d on recommendation quality. On
Epinions, we set δ = 0.95, K = 10, and vary d from 32
to 256. On Filmtrust, we set K = 20, and vary d from
16 to 256. In addition, since the FilmTrust dataset is small,
the maximum trust between users rapidly decreases when
increasing d. Hence, we set different δ values under different
d. With different settings of d and δ, the best performances of
NPL_Rec are reported. The experimental results are shown
in Tables 3 and 4.
TABLE 3: The impact of d on Epinions
The value of d RMSE(δ = 0.95)
d=32 1.162194
d=64 1.082012
d=128 1.057590
d=256 1.053627
As illustrated in Tables 3 and 4, NPL_Rec obtains the
best performance when d = 256 on Epinions. On FilmTrust,
when d = 128, NPL_Rec achieves the best performance. In
addition, with the increasing of d, it becomes more and more
difficult to infer strong trust relationships between users.
This is because the LINE model may encode more low-
dimensional features, with the increasing of d, but it will
also introduce some noise into the embedded representations
of users, which negatively affects the accuracy of fined-
grained trust values based the embedded representations.
On two datasets, our proposed recommendation algorithm
achieves the lowest RMSE under different settings of d.
This indicates that, in order to accurately infer the fined-
grained trust relationships, it is necessary for us to tune the
value of d for different social networks.
G. IMPACT OF PARAMETER K
In this section, we fine-tune the value of K from 5 to 50, and
observe the changing trends of RMSE on the two datasets.
On Epinions, we set δ = 0.95, d = 256; on FilmTrust, we
set δ = 0.5, d = 128. The experimental results are shown in
Figure 3.
FIGURE 3: Impact of parameter K
As shown in Figure 3, the recommendation quality of
our proposed recommendation method is sensitive to the
value of K. The recommendation quality firstly improves as
K increases, and then degrades as the value of K further
increases. Hence, a relatively large dimension of the latent
feature vector is not beneficial for improving the recom-
mendation performance. This observation confirms the as-
sumption of matrix factorization that: only a small number
of latent factors contribute to users’ preferences and item-
s’characteristics. NPL_Rec achieves the best performance
TABLE 4: The impact of d on FilmTrust
The value of d RMSE
d=16 0.803757(δ = 0.8)
d=32 0.802497(δ = 0.7)
d=64 0.804478(δ = 0.5)
d=128 0.801275(δ = 0.5)
d=256 0.802624(δ = 0.5)
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when K is around 10 and 20 on Eipinions and FilmTrust,
respectively.
H. THE FIRST-ORDER TRUST VERSUS THE
SECOND-ORDER TRUST
In the process of learning users’ low-dimensional representa-
tions from social networks using the LINE model, we adopt
two different objective functions, i.e.O1 andO1, to learn two
low-dimensional representations for each users, which cap-
ture the first-order and the second-order trusts, respectively.
Then, the two low-dimensional representations are merged
as one low-dimensional representation to encode both the
first-order and the second-order trusts. In this section, we
conduct a group of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness
of this strategy. We denote our proposed network represen-
tation learning enhanced recommendation method with only
using the first-order trust as NPL_Rec_FT, and another one
that preserving the second-order trust as NPL_Rec_ST. On
Epinions, we set K = 10, d = 256 for NPL_Rec_FT,
NPL_Rec_ST and NPL_Rec. In particular, δ is 0.5 for N-
PL_Rec_FT since the first-order trust derived from Epinions
is relatively small, which is described in Section V-E. And
we assign δ = 0.95 for NPL_Rec_ST and NPL_Rec. For
FilmTrust, we set δ = 0.5, K = 20, d = 128 for all
comparison methods. The experimental results are plotted in
Figure 4.
As shown in Figure 4, on both datasets, NPL_Rec con-
sistently outperforms NPL_Rec_FT and NPL_Rec_ST. This
observation demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed
recommendation method, which integrates both the first-
order and the second-order trusts into the matrix factorization
model. Moreover, NPL_Rec_ST is superior to NPL_Rec_FT,
which shows that preserving the second-order trust is more
beneficial for recommendation model than preserving the
first-order trust.
I. EFFICIENCY COMPARISON
In this section, we compare the runtime of model training of
our proposed method with that of other baselines to evaluate
the efficiency of our proposed model. On Epinions, we set
K = 10, d = 256, δ = 0.95; on FilmTrust, we set
K = 20, d = 128, δ = 0.5. The parameter settings of other
comparison algorithms are the same as those provided in
Section V-C. The experimental results are presented in Table
5.
TABLE 5: The Runtime of Model Training (hour : minute :
second)
Recommendation Algorithm Epinions FilmTrust
PMF 00:00:10 00:00:01
SoRec 00:01:46 00:00:02
RSTE 04:10:37 00:00:16
SocialMF 00:51:23 00:00:03
TrustMF 00:03:49 00:00:07
NPL_Rec 00:01:06 00:00:02
FIGURE 4: Impact of different strategies of inferring trust
relationships
As shown in Table 5, the runtime of training PMF is
minimum. This is owing to the fact that PMF model only
utilizes ratings to learn latent user and item feature vectors,
and ignores social network information. Although RSTE and
our proposed algorithms adopt the similar scheme that uses
social network information to constrain users’ latent feature
vectors, RSTE needs more time for model training. In terms
of the runtime of training model, our proposed algorithm
is superior to SoRec, RSTE, SocialMF and TrustMF on
Epinions; on FilmTrust, our proposed algorithm outperforms
RSTE, SocialMF and TrustMF, and is comparable to SoRec.
J. IMPACT OF PARAMETER α
In our proposed recommendation model, the rating decision
making is a trade-off between users’ own preferences and
friends’ preferences, which are integrated together by the
ensemble parameter α. Generally, the contributions of users’
own preferences and friends’ preferences to the rating deci-
sion making are balanced by α. In this section, we vary the
value of α to investigate the sensitivity of the recommenda-
tion performance of NPL_Rec to the ensemble parameter α.
On Epinions, we set K = 10, δ = 0.95, d = 256. And
on FilmTrust, we set K = 20, δ = 0.5, d = 128. The
experimental results are illustrated in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5: Impact of parameter α
As shown in Figure 5, we observe that as α increases,
RMSE firstly drops down quickly, and then begins to slowly
move upwards when α surpasses a certain threshold. Mean-
while, we can observe that heavily depending on friends’
preferences or completely ignoring them will degrade the
recommendation performance of NPL_Rec. On both dataset-
s, our proposed recommendation algorithm achieves the best
performance when α is around 0.3. This implies that the final
rating decision making of our proposed approach is more
dependent on the social network information.
In short, according to the above empirical experimental
results, the network representation learning enhanced recom-
mendation algorithm proposed in this research shows great
superiority over other comparison algorithms in terms of rec-
ommendation quality on the two real-world datasets. In terms
of the efficiency, our proposed method is also comparable to
other state-of-the-art social-network-based recommendation
algorithms.
K. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT NETWORK
REPRESENTATION LEARNING SCHEMES
Besides the LINE model, both DeepWalk and node2vec mod-
els can also be used to learn the embedded representations
of users from social networks, and the node2vec model is
superior to the DeepWalk model. In this section, in order
to justify the choice of adopting the LINE model to learn
the embedded representations of users, we conduct another
group of experiments to compare NLP_Rec against its variant
by using the node2vec model rather than the LINE model to
learn the embedded representations. We refer to the variant of
NLP_Rec as NLP_Rec_Node2vec. For both NLP_Rec and
NLP_Rec_Node2vec, we set K = 20, δ = 0.95, d = 256 on
Epinions, while on FilmTrust, we set K = 10, δ = 0.5, d =
128 for NLP_Rec, and K = 10, δ = 0.7, d = 32 for
NLP_Rec_Node2vec. In addition, we set the bias parameters
p = q = 0.25 for node2vec. Under these parameter settings,
NLP_Rec and NLP_Rec_Node2vec achieve their optimal
performance. The experimental results are presented in Table
6.
As shown in Table 6, NLP_Rec is superior to
NLP_Rec_Node2vec on both datasets, which justifies the
choice of adopting the LINE model to learn the embed-
ded representations. This observation implies that the LINE
model is more effective than node2vec in simultaneously
capturing the first-order and second-order trust relationships.
Moreover, we conduct a group of experiments to investi-
gate the impact of parameter δ on the recommendation per-
formance of NLP_Rec_Node2vec. We set the bias parame-
ters p = q = 0.25 for node2vec, and other parameter settings
of NLP_Rec_Node2vec are same as the settings of NLP_Rec
in Section V-E. The experimental results are illustrated in
Figure 6. As indicated in Figure 6, NLP_Rec_Node2vec
FIGURE 6: Impact of parameter δ on NLP_Rec_Node2vec
is sensitive to the value of δ. On Epinions and FilmTrust
datasets, NLP_Rec_Node2vec achieves its best performance
when δ is around 0.95 and 0.7, respectively.
Furthermore, we also conduct another group of experi-
ments to investigate the impact of d on recommendation
TABLE 6: Performance Comparison of Different Network
Representation Learning Models for Recommendation
Recommendation Algorithm Epinions FilmTrust
NLP_Rec 1.053627 0.801275
NLP_Rec_N 1.056102 0.916278
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quality of NLP_Rec_Node2vec. On Epinions and FilmTrust,
we set δ = 0.95 and δ = 0.7, respectively. Other parameters
remain the same. The experimental results are plotted in
Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7, the value of d also signif-
FIGURE 7: Impact of parameter d on NLP_Rec_Node2vec
icantly affects the performance of NLP_Rec_Node2vec. As
d increases, the value of RMSE firstly drops down. After d
reaches a certain threshold, the RMSE begins to increase as
d increases, which indicates that the performance degrades
when d is too large. This is also owing to the fact that the net-
work representation learning model with a relatively large d
may introduce some noise into the embedded representations
of users, which affects the computing of the fine-grained trust
values.
VI. CONCLUSION
Traditional social-network-based recommendation algo-
rithms generally utilize the coarse-grained trust relationships
to generate recommendations, which seriously hinders the
performance of recommendation algorithms. To tackle this
problem, we proposed a network representation learning en-
hanced recommendation algorithm in this study. Specifically,
we first adopt a network representation learning technique
to embed a social network into a low-dimensional space,
and then utilize the low-dimensional representations of users
to infer fine-grained dense trust relationships between them.
Finally, we integrate the fine-grained dense trust relationships
into the classic matrix factorization model to learn latent user
and item feature vectors. Experimental results on real-world
datasets show that our proposed approach outperforms tradi-
tional social-network-based recommendation algorithms.
As mentioned above, our proposed recommendation algo-
rithm is a two-stage approach, i.e. firstly adopting a network
representation technique to embed a social network into a
low-dimensional space, and then integrating the fine-grained
dense trust relationships inferred from embedded representa-
tions of users into the matrix factorization model. In this two-
stage learning model, users have different low-dimensional
representations in the social network as well as rating in-
formation, which may lead to the semantic gap between the
social network structure and ratings. In future work, we aim
to explore how to integrate network representation learning
and the matrix factorization technique to learn unified feature
representations of users to further enhance performance of
our proposed recommendation model.
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